Gigabit Ethernet

All growing, competitive businesses require broadband information and communication technologies to compete in today’s connected and networked marketplace.

Our gigabit Ethernet network is the newest protocol for Internet connectivity with the most advanced networks available. Ethernet is easily provisioned broadband data-access, giving customers virtually limitless bandwidth and complimenting the drive to new services. This allows customers to utilize cost-effective and flexible ‘next generation’ technologies.
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Today’s tech savvy companies are utilizing broadband to control their E-marketplace, project management, quality assurance, and virtual meetings. Outcomes contain better information, are more cost efficient, allow for more internal feedback and are quicker and easier to handle.

Every possible business location within Bettendorf has the ability to bring our fiber into your building as shown in the adjacent map. Should your company need a wireless Internet access, we have many nationally known private sector suppliers to serve your needs.

Peoria, IL doesn’t have it...

Des Moines, IA doesn’t have it...

Even Chicago, IL doesn’t have it.

Virtual Private Network: Secure private communication paths through one or more data networks that are dedicated between two points. VPN connections allow data to safely and privately pass over private or public networks such as the Internet. The data traveling between the two points is encrypted for privacy.

Redundancy: With five different Internet backbone providers going in five different directions from INS in Des Moines, your company is provided the most reliable connections possible. With five Internet providers sharing Internet traffic, a ‘major outage’ is much less likely.